Enjoy the beneﬁts of a pre-manufactured shower tray, without any limitations on
design options. Delight in a ﬂush-to-ﬂoor level shower with your choice of any
type of tiled ﬂoor ﬁnish, from ceramic tiles to marble to mosaics.

Marmox Shower Trays
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Sloped Shower Trays
The Marmox Sloped Shower Trays have a core of waterproof extruded polystyrene, coated on both sides with a
honeycombed cementitious mortar, reinforced with an alkali-resistant ﬁbreglass mesh. A tileable, water-proof
polymeric ﬂeece covers the top of the tray, and overlaps on all sides.
Offering a high compressive strength, the shower trays have a low proﬁle, allowing for easy integration into any
design, and offers a slope of approximately 2%.
Available in various sizes and shapes, the sloped shower trays can be cut to any size to suit the application, without
compromising the waterprooﬁng qualities. A premium range of stainless steel drain covers completes the stylish
and modern appearance of a barrier-free shower ﬂoor.

Features & Beneﬁts
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checking slopes and run-off levels.
The entire structure is fully waterproof, and will
not absorb moisture or rot, even if it becomes
damaged.
Protects against mold and fungi.
Uniform, pre-deﬁned sloped surface ensures
correct angles for drainage.
Lightweight boards have a low proﬁle of only
22mm, allowing for greater design ﬂexibility.
High compressive strength ensures integrity, and
does not deteriorate or delaminate over time.
Use in conjunction with Marmox Multiseal, for
effortless waterproof sealing of all joints.
Can be easily cut to size without compromising
waterprooﬁng qualities.
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Drainage Systems
All Marmox Shower Trays are equipped with a
compact ﬂoor drain and seals, which are suitable for
horizontal and vertical connection to the sewage
system, thanks to the 360o adjustable outlet.

Basic installation into a screed ﬂoor.

Ÿ Drainage performance: 30ltr/min
Ÿ Water trap size: 50mm
Ÿ Connection type: glue or screw ﬁtting.

Contact us to discuss your requirements.
Head Ofﬁce: 087 725 4356
sales@helosa.co.za
www.helosa.co.za

Basic installation into a suspended timber ﬂoor
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